###### Clinical Perspective

What Is New?
============

-   This work identifies genetic variants that serve as proxies for the effect of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor, β-blocker, and calcium channel blocker antihypertensive drugs.

-   Mendelian randomization using the genetic proxies for each respective drug class provides estimates consistent with those of randomized, controlled trials against placebo for effects on risk of coronary heart disease and stroke.

-   Phenome-wide association study identifies diverticulosis as a previously unreported possible side effect of calcium channel blockers, with observational analysis further supporting an association between nondihydropyridine calcium channel blocker use and increased risk of diverticulosis.

What Are the Clinical Implications?
===================================

-   Any increase in the risk of diverticulosis related to use of nondihydropyridine calcium channel blockers could have notable consequences and warrants further study.

-   No other potential side effects of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, β-blockers, or calcium channel blockers were identified.

In 2015, the 874 million adults worldwide estimated to have a systolic blood pressure (SBP) of ≥140 mm Hg accounted for 106 deaths per 100 000 and loss of 143 million disability-adjusted life-years,^[@R1]^ making hypertension a leading cause of mortality and morbidity. Blood pressure lowering through lifestyle modification or pharmacological treatment can significantly decrease cardiovascular risk, with every 10 mm Hg reduction estimated to decrease risk of all-cause mortality by 13%.^[@R2]^

The pharmacological treatment of hypertension is founded on strong evidence, underpinned by a large number of outcome-based randomized, controlled trials (RCTs) that have identified several drug classes to be effective for lowering blood pressure.^[@R3]^ However, RCTs based on clinical outcomes have limitations^[@R4]^; they are largely restricted to older or high-risk patients and have a relatively short duration of follow-up, rarely beyond 5 years.^[@R5]^ Therefore, recommendations for treatment are often based on extrapolation of the available evidence, with known side effects frequently limited to relatively common outcomes captured in RCTs.^[@R6]^ At the same time, particular drug treatments for hypertension may have beneficial effects beyond their blood pressure--lowering properties,^[@R6]^ thus offering potential for repurposing. However, observational research used to study such opportunities suffers from well-characterized biases, including confounding by indication.^[@R7]^

With the growing availability of genome-wide association study (GWAS) meta-analyses, it is becoming increasingly feasible to study drug effects by investigating genetic variants in the genes of their protein targets, as has previously been applied to lipid-lowering drugs.^[@R7]^ In this study, human genetic variants within genes corresponding to the targets of common pharmacological agents for hypertension were first identified to serve as a proxy for the effects of these treatments. Second, the validity of this approach for studying the effects of these drugs was investigated by exploring consistency in mendelian randomization (MR) estimates for their effect on coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke risk with corresponding RCT findings. Finally, to offer insight into their adverse effect profiles and repurposing potential, phenome-wide association study (PheWAS) analyses were undertaken with replication in an external dataset, as well as further investigation in observational analysis of drug use.

Methods
=======

All supporting data are available within the article, the [online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814), and the web links provided. UK Biobank data were accessed through application 236. Relevant ethical approval and participant consent were already obtained in all studies that contributed data to this work. Statistical analysis was undertaken with R version 3.4.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing) and Stata 14.2 (StataCorp LP).

Genetic Variant Selection
-------------------------

Common antihypertensive drugs were selected for study on the basis of recent consensus guidelines^[@R6]^: angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers, β-blockers (BB), calcium channel blockers (CCB) and thiazide diuretic agents. Genes encoding the targets of these drugs related to effects on blood pressure were identified using the DrugBank database,^[@R8]^ with promoter and enhancer regions identified using the GeneHancer database in the GeneCards online platform (version 4.7).^[@R9]^ Genetic association estimates for SBP were obtained from a GWAS meta-analysis of 757 601 individuals with European ancestry drawn from the UK Biobank and the International Consortium of Blood Pressure GWAS meta-analysis,^[@R10]^ where correction was made for antihypertensive medication use by adding 15 mm Hg to the SBP of participants receiving medication, with further adjustment for body mass index.^[@R10]^ In sensitivity analyses, a GWAS of SBP on ≈337 000 white British individuals in the UK Biobank was also used, without correction for medication use or adjustment for body mass index.^[@R11]^ Genetic variants to serve as proxies (ie, instruments) for the effect of lower SBP through antihypertensive drug targets were selected as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in corresponding genes, promoter regions, or enhancers that were associated with SBP at genome-wide significance (*P*\<5×10^--8^) and clumped to a linkage disequilibrium (LD) threshold of *r*^2^\<0.1 using the 1000G European reference panel. This approach does not distinguish between selection of loss-of-function variants or those related to gene expression. The *R*^2^ and F statistics were used to estimate the variance in SBP explained and the strength of each SNP, respectively.^[@R12]^

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

### Mendelian Randomization

MR uses randomly allocated genetic variants related to an exposure of interest to study the effect of that exposure on a given outcome. In this study, the exposure of interest was SBP lowering through a particular antihypertensive drug class. All antihypertensive drug classes for which SNPs were identified as proxies using the larger SBP GWAS were taken forward to MR analysis investigating their effect on CHD and stroke risk. Genetic association estimates for CHD were obtained from the CARDIoGRAMplusC4D (Coronary Artery Disease Genome-wide Replication and Meta-analysis \[CARDIOGRAM\] plus the Coronary Artery Disease \[C4D\] Genetics) Consortium's 1000 Genomes--based transethnic meta-analysis of 60 801 case subjects and 123 504 control subjects.^[@R13]^ Estimates for stroke risk were obtained from the MEGASTROKE Consortium's transethnic meta-analysis of 67 162 cases of any stroke and 454 450 control subjects.^[@R14]^ Details for the MR analyses are provided in the [online-only Data Supplement Methods](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814). To allow comparison with RCT results, all MR estimates were scaled to the SBP-lowering effect of their respective drug class as measured in these RCTs.^[@R3]^

Investigation of Genetic Pleiotropy Unrelated to Drug Effect
------------------------------------------------------------

The MR estimates can be biased if any of the genetic variants used affect the outcome under consideration through a pleiotropic pathway that is independent of the drug effect for which they serve as proxies. The PhenoScanner curated database of publicly available SNP-phenotype associations (accessed on March 30, 2018) was used to explore whether any of the selected SNPs or proxies with LD *r*^2^\>0.8 (using a 1000G reference panel) were also associated at genome-wide significance (*P*\<5×10^−8^) with traits that may potentially be exerting such pleiotropy,^[@R15]^ and any such SNPs were excluded in sensitivity analyses. PhenoScanner includes SNP-phenotype associations identified in analysis of UK Biobank data.^[@R11]^ Statistical evaluations of pleiotropy were also incorporated where multiple genetic variants were available to serve as proxies for the drug effect^[@R16]^ and are detailed in the [Methods in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814).

Phenome-Wide Association Study
------------------------------

The UK Biobank, a prospective study comprising approximately half a million middle-aged individuals,^[@R17]^ served as the cohort for the PheWAS investigating drug side effects and repurposing opportunities. The participants provided self-reported information, with blood samples collected for biochemical tests and genotyping and physical measurements performed as described previously.^[@R17]^ Individuals were linked retrospectively and prospectively to the National Health Service's Hospital Episode Statistics database.

PheWAS was restricted to participants of self-reported European descent, with random exclusion of 1 participant from each pair of relatives based on a kinship coefficient \>0.0884. For antihypertensive drugs for which genetic variants were identified to serve as proxies, PLINK was used to construct a genetic risk score (GRS) for each individual, weighted for the SBP-lowering effect of each participating SNP,^[@R18]^ and standardized to have a mean of 0 and an SD of 1 across all individuals. The 9th and 10th revisions of the *International Classification of Diseases* were used to define cases based on inpatient Hospital Episode Statistics data. The phecode grouping system was used to align diagnoses used in clinical practice with genomic analysis.^[@R19]^ A series of case-control groups were generated for each phecode, with control subjects identified as individuals with no record of the respective outcome and its related phecodes.^[@R19]^ Analysis was performed with logistic regression after adjustment for age, sex, and first 4 genetic principal components. Only outcomes that had a minimum of 200 cases were considered, to maintain sufficient statistical power to identify associations with common variants.^[@R20]^ A 5% threshold with the false-discovery rate method was used in ascertaining the statistical significance of associations, to correct for multiple testing of correlated phenotypes. As for the MR analysis, sensitivity analyses were performed using genetic association estimates derived from the SBP GWAS that did not correct for medication use or adjust for body mass index, and after the exclusion of any SNPs with potentially pleiotropic associations at genome-wide significance that were identified with PhenoScanner.^[@R15]^

PheWAS associations for noncardiovascular conditions were investigated for relation to SBP more generally using a permutation-based approach that repeated association analyses 1000 times, with the standardized GRS created on each instance using a matched number of randomly sampled SBP-related SNPs from throughout the genome (ie, associated with SBP at genome-wide significance and clumped to LD *r*^2^\<0.001; [Table I in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)). Compared with the investigation of antihypertensive drug targets, a more stringent LD threshold was used, because variants for SBP were selected from throughout the genome rather than any particular locus. The proportion of such permutation analyses that have a consistent direction of effect and *P* value lower than in the main PheWAS analysis would serve as an adjusted *P* value of the null hypothesis. Further study of any PheWAS associations significant at a false-discovery rate threshold of 5% for noncardiovascular conditions was also undertaken in the Vanderbilt University Biobank (BioVU), for which genetic data on ≈50 000 individuals are linked to a deidentified electronic health record system.^[@R21]^ Similar to the main PheWAS, a standardized GRS was constructed, and logistic regression with the outcome was performed after adjustment for age, sex, and first 3 principal components. The analysis was restricted to individuals identified as white, with control subjects based on the same exclusions as the main PheWAS. Results between the UK Biobank and BioVU analysis were pooled by use of a fixed-effects meta-analysis model.

Observational Analysis of Drug Use
----------------------------------

PheWAS associations significant at a 5% false-discovery rate for noncardiovascular conditions related to any antihypertensive class were further explored in observational analysis of drug use among individuals in the UK Biobank. This additionally allowed for investigation of the dihydropyridine and nondihydropyridine CCB subclasses, which was not possible when using genetic proxies because of overlap in the genes for their corresponding protein targets. Cox regression analysis was used to compare time to first incident outcome between individuals orally taking different antihypertensive drug classes at baseline. Individuals who died during the follow-up period before a relevant diagnosis were censored. The categories of antihypertensive drug treatment considered were ACE inhibitors alone, angiotensin receptor blockers alone, BBs alone, dihydropyridine CCBs alone, nondihydropyridine CCBs alone, thiazide diuretic agents alone, a combination of medications from any 2 antihypertensive classes, and a combination of medications from 3 or more antihypertensive classes. In a separate model, individuals who were taking any subclass of CCBs were pooled into a single category. Adjustment was made for age, sex, body mass index, Townsend Deprivation Index, smoking status, previous cancer diagnosis, number of noncancer diagnoses, and number of previous surgical operations. Individuals with a diagnosis of the condition under consideration before recruitment were excluded.

Results
=======

Genetic Variant Selection
-------------------------

The genes and enhancer and promoter regions corresponding to the targets of each antihypertensive drug class are shown in [Table II in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814). There was 1 gene identified for each drug target for ACE inhibitors (*ACE*), angiotensin receptor blockers (*AGTR1*), BBs (*ADRB1*), and thiazide diuretic agents (*SLC12A3*), and 11 genes for CCBs (*CACNA1D*, *CACNA1F*, *CACNA2D1*, *CACNA2D2*, *CACNA1S*, *CACNB1*, *CACNB2*, *CACNB3*, *CACNB4*, *CACNG1*, and *CACNA1C*) encoding the different calcium channel subunits related to effects on blood pressure. The *CACNA1F* gene is located on the X chromosome, and SNPs corresponding to this region were not available. Using the predefined selection criteria, there was 1 SNP identified for ACE inhibitors, 6 for BBs, and 24 for CCBs ([Tables III through V in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)). The larger number of SNPs and correspondingly greater proportion of variation in SBP explained for CCBs was related to the availability of more genes from which to identify variants. The F statistic for SNPs ranged from 54 to 534 ([Tables III through V in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)), consistent with a low risk of weak instrument bias.^[@R12]^

Mendelian Randomization
-----------------------

To allow comparison with RCT meta-analysis effect estimates, MR results for each drug class were scaled to their respective SBP-lowering effect in these studies. Thus, for ACE inhibitors, MR estimates are given per 21.14 mm Hg decrease, for BBs per 9.51 mm Hg decrease, and for CCBs per 8.90 mm Hg decrease.^[@R3]^ MR analysis using the single genetic variant identified for ACE inhibitors showed a protective effect on stroke (relative risk \[RR\], 0.21; 95% CI, 0.06--0.72; *P*=0.01) but not CHD risk (RR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.16--2.56; *P*=0.58). The main MR analysis using the 6 variants for BBs identified a protective effect on CHD risk (RR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.47--0.81; *P*=4×10^−4^) but not stroke risk (RR, 0.91; 95% CI, 0.73--1.14; *P*=0.41). For CCBs, the main MR analysis using the 24 SNPs identified a protective effect on both CHD risk (RR, 0.73; 95% CI, 0.64--0.84; *P*=6×10^−6^) and stroke risk (RR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.66--0.84; *P*=1×10^−6^). Similar results for all drug classes were obtained when the incidence of CHD and stroke was considered to be 1%, 5%, and 10% ([Table VI in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)). The MR estimates had overlapping 95% CIs to those from RCTs of these drugs versus placebo^[@R3]^ (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Individual MR estimates for each BB and CCB SNP are given in [Figures I through IV in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814). Consistent MR results were found in sensitivity analyses, as detailed in the [online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814) (Results, [Tables VII through IX](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814), and [Figures V through VIII](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)).

![**MR estimates for the effect of genetically lower systolic blood pressure through the ACE inhibitor, β-blocker, and calcium channel blocker variants, respectively, on risk of coronary heart disease and stroke, compared with randomized, controlled trial meta-analysis results.^3^** ACE indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme; IVW, inverse variance weighted; and MR, Mendelian randomization.](cir-140-270-g001){#F1}

Phenome-Wide Association Study
------------------------------

After quality control and mapping of *International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision* and *10th Revision*, to phecodes, data for 424 439 individuals across 909 distinct phenotypes were available for PheWAS analysis. Details of the number of phenotypes and cases per disease category are provided in the Table, with the number of cases and controls for each outcome in [Tables X through XVI in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814). Using the ACE inhibitor, BB, and CCB standardized GRS, the respective PheWAS analyses revealed associations with hypertension and related cardiovascular disease (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables X through XII in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)). CCBs additionally showed an association with higher risk of diverticulosis (odds ratio per SD increase in standardized GRS, 1.02; 95% CI, 1.01--1.04, *P*=2×10^−4^). Similar results were obtained in PheWAS sensitivity analyses ([Tables XIII through XVI in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)). Random sampling of 24 SBP SNPs from throughout the genome ([Table I in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)) to create standardized GRSs and measurement of associations with diverticulosis risk in permutation analyses (N=1000) showed effect estimates centered close to the null (mean odds ratio per SD increase in standardized GRS, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.98--1.02, *P*=0.79; [Figure IX in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)). Of the 1000 permutation analyses, only 10 had a consistent direction of effect and *P* value lower than that observed for the association of the standardized CCB GRS with diverticulosis in PheWAS, thus generating an adjusted *P* value=0.01.

###### 

Number of Phenotypes and Cases per Disease Category in the UK Biobank Phenome-Wide Association Study Analysis

![](cir-140-270-g002)

![**Phenome-wide association study of the standardized genetic risk score for angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors.** The horizontal line depicts the 5% false-discovery rate threshold.](cir-140-270-g003){#F2}

![**Phenome-wide association study of the standardized genetic risk score for β-blockers.** The horizontal line depicts the 5% false-discovery rate threshold.](cir-140-270-g004){#F3}

![**Phenome-wide association study of the standardized genetic risk score for calcium channel blockers.** The horizontal line depicts the 5% false-discovery rate threshold.](cir-140-270-g005){#F4}

Data for 45 517 individuals were available in BioVU to further investigate novel PheWAS findings for traits unrelated to hypertension. General cohort characteristics for the considered populations from the UK Biobank and BioVU are detailed in [Table XVII in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814). The prevalence of diverticulosis in BioVU was 12%, comparable to the 10% observed in the UK Biobank. In BioVU, the CCB standardized GRS association with diverticulosis had an odds ratio per SD increase of 1.01 (95% CI, 1.00--1.02; *P*=0.17). The meta-analyses of UK Biobank and BioVU estimates had an odds ratio of 1.02 (95% CI, 1.01--1.03; *P*=3×10^−4^; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Estimates for genetic association between calcium channel blockers and diverticulosis risk derived from PheWAS analyses in the UK Biobank and BioVU, respectively, and their fixed-effects pooled estimate.** BioVU indicates Vanderbilt University Biobank; GRS, genetic risk score; and PheWAS, phenome-wide association study.](cir-140-270-g006){#F5}

Observational Analysis of Drug Use
----------------------------------

For the observational analysis of antihypertensive drug use in the UK Biobank, there were 1408 incident diverticulosis diagnoses up to February 13, 2016, in the 54 612 individuals taking any of the considered antihypertensive drug classes at recruitment (March 13, 2006, to October 1, 2010), with a mean follow-up of 2538 days. In adjusted Cox regression (with use of thiazide diuretic antihypertensive medications alone as the reference category), there was no evidence for an association between use of any CCB and risk of diverticulosis (hazard ratio, 1.10; 95% CI, 0.88--1.35; *P*=0.43). Considering CCB subclasses, there was evidence for an association with risk of diverticulosis for nondihydropyridine CCB use (hazard ratio, 1.49; 95% CI, 1.03--2.14; *P*=0.03) but not dihydropyridine CCB use (hazard ratio, 1.01; 95% CI, 0.80--1.28; *P*=0.91) or any other antihypertensive drug class ([Table XVIII in the online-only Data Supplement](https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1161/circulationaha.118.038814)).

Discussion
==========

This work leveraged large-scale GWAS data from \>750 000 individuals and generated genetic proxies for the effect of ACE inhibitors, BBs, and CCBs, 3 of the most commonly used medications worldwide. The MR estimates for risk of CHD and stroke were comparable to those observed in RCTs against placebo, which supports the validity of the approach. PheWAS on 909 outcomes corroborated the known efficacy of these agents in preventing hypertension and related vascular diseases, thus further supporting the robustness of the genetic variants used.

The PheWAS investigation also revealed an increased risk of diverticulosis associated with the standardized GRS for CCBs. No significant association with diverticulosis risk was identified when SBP SNPs were explored more generally, which makes effects through systemic SBP lowering unlikely to account for this. A consistent association between the standardized CCB GRS and diverticulosis risk was found in BioVU, which contained fewer cases and had a correspondingly wider CI that crossed the null. The finding was further supported by observational analysis suggesting that nondihydropyridine CCB treatment at baseline in the UK Biobank was associated with increased risk of diverticulosis. Dihydropyridine and nondihydropyridine CCBs have different pharmacological effects, and it also follows that their side effect profiles vary.^[@R22]^ In terms of a possible mechanism, constipation is an established side effect of nondihydropyridine CCBs, related to their role in reducing bowel contractility,^[@R23]^ and it may be through a similar process that the risk of diverticulosis is increased. Alternatively, there may be specific effects on the vasa recta vessels that penetrate the muscle layer of the colon, thus giving rise to weak points where diverticulae consequently form.^[@R24]^ Complications related to diverticulosis are a common reason for hospital admission^[@R25]^ and have a rising incidence.^[@R26]^ Given that more than one-tenth of the world's adults have hypertension, and CCBs are recommended as a first-line pharmacological agent, with nondihydropyridine drugs in particular recommended for individuals with concurrent atrial fibrillation,^[@R1],[@R6]^ the clinical implications of these findings merit consideration. For example, individuals with or at increased risk of developing diverticulosis might benefit from alternative pharmacological treatments for hypertension. The genetic proxies for ACE inhibitors, BBs, and CCBs did not show detrimental associations with any of the other traits examined in PheWAS. Although absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, this does provide some assurance that long-term pharmacological inhibition of these drug targets is generally safe, with other side effects that require hospitalization being smaller or rarer.

A major strength of our work is that it uses genetic variants to investigate the effect of antihypertensive drugs using existing data obtained from large-scale studies, thus avoiding the time and resource constraints associated with such study through RCTs^[@R4]^ and overcoming the limitations of potential confounding and reverse causation from use of standard observational methods.^[@R7]^ A range of sensitivity analyses supported the robustness of this approach, with PheWAS allowing rapid investigation of hundreds of clinically relevant traits across the phenome. Additionally, observational analysis allowed for consideration of CCB subclasses and further replication of novel findings.

Concerning the limitations of the study, the MR and PheWAS results estimate the cumulative effect of lifelong exposure to genetic variants, rather than the consequence of a clinical intervention. Furthermore, there may be unknown pleiotropic effects of the genetic variants that bias the association estimates.^[@R16]^ Although less stringent criteria for selecting instruments (such as a more relaxed *P* value threshold for association with SBP, or a more lenient LD criterion for clumping) might have increased the number of variants available, this could also have reduced the sensitivity and specificity of the analysis because of the introduction of weak instrument bias and invalid instruments, respectively. Similarly, information on gene expression was not incorporated in this work, and although such an approach could offer an additional strategy for identifying genetic variants that serve as proxies for drug effects,^[@R7]^ this would be restricted to the cells or tissues in which gene expression was measured, limiting applicability for exploration of general side effects or repurposing opportunities. Although the PheWAS analysis was performed to explore clinically relevant outcomes identified using harmonized Hospital Episode Statistics data in UK Biobank participants, there is also the potential to extend this approach to other cohorts and summary-level genetic data.^[@R15]^ Finally, although the observational analysis of drug use in the UK Biobank did support an association between nondihydropyridine CCB use and risk of diverticulosis, it is not clear whether this finding may in part relate to ascertainment bias or residual confounding. Diverticulosis can be incidental in asymptomatic individuals, and as such, increased interaction with healthcare services could lead to a greater chance of diagnosis.

In conclusion, this work has identified genetic variants that serve as proxies for the effect of the ACE inhibitor, BB, and CCB classes of antihypertensive medication. In MR and PheWAS, our instrumental variable approaches corroborated the established associations of these agents with a range of traits related to hypertension. Additionally, this study identified an apparent, previously unreported detrimental effect of nondihydropyridine CCBs on risk of diverticulosis, a finding that requires further replication before it should alter clinical practice. No other potential side effects of any drug class were identified to suggest a lack of long-term safety. This study demonstrates that the use of genetic variants offers a powerful complement to existing RCT and observational approaches for investigating the efficacy, side effects, and repurposing potential of antihypertensive agents.
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